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Abstract

In this article, we present an effective system
for semeval-2024 task 5. The task involves
assessing the feasibility of a given solution in
civil litigation cases based on relevant legal
provisions, issues, solutions, and analysis. This
task demands a high level of proficiency in
U.S. law and natural language reasoning. In
this task, we designed a self-eval LLM sys-
tem that simultaneously performs reasoning
and self-assessment tasks. We created a con-
fidence interval and a prompt instructing the
LLM to output the answer to a question along
with its confidence level. We designed a se-
ries of experiments to prove the effectiveness
of the self-eval mechanism. In order to avoid
the randomness of the results, the final result is
obtained by voting on three results generated
by the GPT-4. Our submission was conducted
under zero-resource setting, and we achieved
first place in the task with an F1-score of 0.8231
and an accuracy of 0.8673.

1 Introduction

In 2023, a significant event in the field of artificial
intelligence (AI) was the widespread adoption of
ChatGPT, particularly the introduction of GPT-4
(OpenAI, 2023), which revolutionized perceptions
of AI. GPT-4 exhibited a notable advancement of
11.2 points on the MMLU benchmark (Hendrycks
et al., 2021) and demonstrated superior perfor-
mance on various question answering (QA) and
natural language inference (NLI) datasets. Large-
scale language models (LLM) represented by GPT-
4 have sprung up, including LLaMa-2 (Touvron
et al., 2023), Falcon (Almazrouei et al., 2023),
Gemini (Anil et al., 2023), Baichuan-2 (Yang et al.,
2023) , ChatGLM (Du et al., 2022), etc. There are
many researchers have explored NLP task lever-
aging GPT-4 in zero-resource and low-resource
scenarios. GPT-4 is pretrained on a large amount
of Internet data initially, and refined through super-
vised fine-tuning and reinforcement learning from

human feedback (RLHF) (Ouyang et al., 2022).
Despite these advancements, limited research ex-
ists on the direct application of GPT-4 to NLP tasks
within the legal domain. This paper aims to com-
prehensively address this research gap.

2 Task Description

This task aims to assess system’s ability to reason
about legal arguments. The task organizers have
introduced a dataset (Bongard et al., 2022) of civil
litigation cases from the U.S. legal system. Each
instance comprises of an overview of the case, a
question, a proposed solution (an answer candi-
date), and analysis justifying the solution. Systems
are required to determine if the solutions and anal-
ysis are correct (True) or incorrect (False). While
similar to a typical classification task, this task
demands strong causal reasoning and practical ap-
plication of knowledge. As shown in Figure 1,
evaluating the correctness of an answer candidate
demands not only a logical assessment of the ques-
tion and response but also the application of legal
knowledge provided in the introduction.

Further, this task requires expertise with legal
terminology and concepts. An experienced law
professor, armed with deep understanding of rele-
vant legal statutes and extensive knowledge in the
field, would likely be able to swiftly assess the
accuracy of answer candidates and the soundness
of their analysis, even with minimal background
information. Conversely, for those less familiar
with the field, even being provided with compre-
hensive information, identifying key details and
reaching the correct conclusion remains a challeng-
ing task. Notably, the training dataset and develop-
ment dataset provide analysis of the labels, whereas
the test dataset does not.

This dataset is extracted from real law teaching
books and includes a total of 666 training sets, 84
development sets, and 98 test sets. The training set
and development set provide analysis of labels, but
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Introduction 

My students always get confused about the relationship between removal to federal court and
personal jurisdiction. Suppose that a defendant is sued in Arizona and believes that she is not
subject to personal jurisdiction there. Naturally, she should object to personal jurisdiction. [...]
But generally the scope of personal jurisdiction in the federal court will be the same as that of
the state court, because the Federal Rules require the federal court in most cases to conform to
state limits on personal jurisdiction. Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(k)(1)(A). I’ve stumped a multitude of
students on this point. Consider the following two cases to clarify the point. 

7. A switch in time. Yasuda, from Oregon, sues Boyle, from Idaho, on a state law unfair
competition claim, seeking \$250,000 in damages. He sues in state court in Oregon. Ten days
later (before an answer is due in state court), Boyle files a notice of removal in federal court.
Five days after removing, Boyle answers the complaint, including in her answer an objection to
personal jurisdiction. Boyle’s objection to personal jurisdiction is 

Question

not waived by removal. The court should dismiss if there is no personal jurisdiction over Boyle
in Oregon, even though the case was properly removed. Answer

Candidate 
not waived by removal, but will be denied because the federal courts have power to exercise
broader personal jurisdiction than the state courts. 

True 

False 

Figure 1: Data Example

the test set is not provided. The goal is to predict
the label of the test set.

3 System

3.1 Method Overview

For this task, we have designed a Self-Eval LLM
system that utilizes LLM (e.g. GPT-4) for reason-
ing to obtain answers. However, the responses
generated by LLM can sometimes be ambiguous.
Therefore, we have incorporated a confidence de-
tection task to enable the LLM to evaluate the relia-
bility of its own answers, and stimulate the LLM’s
potential. We use one specifically designed prompt
for the model to perform both tasks — judging an-
swer candidate and providing answer confidence.
Furthermore, we have employed two strategies:
converting judgments into selections and ensem-
ble learning. As shown in Figure 2, we depict a
workflow with and without confidence.

3.2 Inference with Confidence

This task demands strong causal reasoning skills
and specialized knowledge in the legal domain, in-
tutively beyond the capabilities of small models
like BERT. LLMs are trained with vast Internet-
based corpora, obtaining extensive knowledge and
causal reasoning capabilities. Hence, we opted
to utilize LLM, specifically the GPT-4, the model
name is "gpt-4-0125-preview" and all hyperparam-

eters use the default. Furthermore, in response to
the ambiguity in LLM’s responses, we proposed
the Self-Eval mechanism, wherein the LLM is re-
quired to assess the confidence of its answer candi-
dates while generating outputs. Our prompt took
the following form: [You are an AI assistant with
reasoning and distinguishing abilities in the legal
field. I have a new NLP task and dataset from
the domain of the U.S. civil procedure. As a legal
assistant, you can help me decide whether the rel-
evant answer is correct or not. I will provide an
explanation, an analysis, a question, and an an-
swer. Please analyze to see if the answer is correct
and give your confidence on a scale of 0-5, where
the higher the score, the more accurate you think
your answer is. The output format is: Analysis:, Is
correct (Yes/No):, Confidence score:].

Additionally, we found that LLM performs bet-
ter in choice tasks than in judgment tasks. By ex-
amining task data examples, we noticed that some
examples had the same introduction and question.
Therefore, we converted data from true or false
questions to multiple-choice questions. Specifi-
cally, we assigned numbers to answer candidates
for LLM to choose from. If all options are incor-
rect, it returns None. For choice tasks, the prompt
format we used was as follows: [You are an AI as-
sistant with reasoning and distinguishing abilities
in the legal field. I have a new NLP task and dataset
from the domain of the U.S. civil procedure. As a
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Figure 2: Flowchart of LLM System w/o Confidence and with Confidence

legal assistant, you can help me decide whether the
relevant answer is correct or not. I will provide
an explanation, an analysis, a question, and a few
answers. Only one or none of these answers is
correct. Please determine which answer is correct,
Note that there may be cases where none of the
answers are correct. Give a confidence score (0-5)
on the larger model’s answer, with higher scores
indicating that you think the answer is correct. The
output format is: correct answer: answer-id, confi-
dence: score:]. Ultimately, to alleviate the model’s
stochastic nature, we implemented an ensemble
strategy where, for each LLM, we ran it three times
and aggregated the inference results, which is the
final version we used in the evaluation. Due to
cost constraints, we only implemented an ensemble
strategy in the experimental group with the highest
performance results.

3.3 Inference without Confidence

In addition to the previously mentioned LLM sys-
tem equipped with the Self-Eval mechanism, we
also conducted experiments involving direct infer-
ring. The experimental parameters were kept con-
sistent with the previous settings. When assessing
judgement tasks, we utilized the following prompt
format: [You are an AI assistant with reasoning
and distinguishing abilities in the legal field. I
have a new NLP task and dataset from the domain
of the U.S. civil procedure. As a legal assistant, you
can help me decide whether the relevant answer is
correct or not. I will provide an explanation, an
analysis, a question, and an answer. Please an-
alyze to see if the answer is correct. The output
format is: Analysis:, Is correct (Yes/No):]

When tackling choice tasks, the prompt we uti-
lize is as follows: [You are an AI assistant with
reasoning and distinguishing abilities in the legal
field. I have a new NLP task and dataset from
the domain of the U.S. civil procedure. As a le-
gal assistant, you can help me decide whether the
relevant answer is correct or not. I will provide
an explanation, an analysis, a question, and a few
answers. Only one or none of these answers is
correct. Please determine which answer is correct,
Note that there may be cases where none of the
answers are correct:]

3.4 2Pass Strategy
In addition to the above experiments, we also de-
signed a 2pass LLM reasoning and evaluation ex-
periment to verify the self-evaluation ability of
LLM. We take true or false questions as an example.
First, we prompt the LLM to provide reasoning-
only answers. Next, we ask the LLM to provide
confidence scores for its answers, and gain the final
result based on the confidence score. If confidence
exceeds 3, we maintain the original result given
by the LLM, otherwise we flip it. The prompts for
the first pass are the same as the judgment only,
and the prompts for the second pass are as follows:
[You are an AI assistant with reasoning and distin-
guishing abilities in the legal field. I have a new
NLP task and dataset from the domain of the U.S.
civil procedure. I will provide an explanation, an
analysis, a question, and an answer. And analysis
and judge of LLM, Give a confidence score (0-5)
on the larger model’s answer, with higher scores
indicating that you think the answer is correct. The
output format is: confidence: score:].
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Model F1 Score Accuracy

GPT-4-judgement only 0.7061 0.7551
GPT-4-judgement with confidence 0.7211 0.7653
GPT-4-2pass 0.6984 0.7341
GPT-4-choice only 0.7644 0.8163
GPT-4-choice with confidence 0.8012 0.8649

irene.benedetto‘s System 0.7747 0.8265
GPT-4-choice with confidence (Ensemble) 0.8231 0.8673

Table 1: Results of different models for test

4 Results and Analysis

4.1 Overview

Table 1 shows the results of different strategies on
the test set of this task, where the representatives
not marked with the Ensemble flag only run a single
experiment. The evaluation metrics are F1 score
and accuracy. As it is shown in the table, our final
system, GPT-4-choice with confidence (Ensemble),
has achieved the highest scores on both metrics,
outperforming the best system from other partici-
pants, irene.benedetto, by absolute margins of 4.08
percentage points on F1 score and 2.65 percentage
points on accuracy. Even without ensembling, our
approach still improves F1 score by 2.65 percent-
age points and accuracy by 3.84 percentage points.
This can prove the effectiveness of our system on
the Legal Argument Reasoning task.

Table 1 presents a comparison between the per-
formance of GPT-4 with and without Self-Eval.
The results indicate a notable improvement when
real-time confidence assessment is implemented.
Specifically, for true or false questions, the F1 score
of GPT-4 with confidence assessment is 1.50 per-
centage points higher than that without confidence
assessment, with a corresponding 1.02 percentage
point increase in accuracy. Similarly, in the case of
multiple-choice questions, the F1 score for GPT-4
with confidence assessment outperforms the model
without by 3.68 percentage points, while accuracy
improves by 4.86 percentage points. This signifi-
cant enhancement in performance underscores the
value of integrating real-time confidence assess-
ment into the model. The observed effect is at-
tributed to the Self-Eval mechanism, which appears
to stimulate the latent capabilities of the LLM. By
prompting the LLM to evaluate its own confidence
levels, it performs reasoning tasks more diligently,
resulting in more accurate answers.

From Table 1, we can also see that on F1 score,
2Pass prompting underperforms the judgment-only
and judgment-with-confidence versions of GPT-4
by 0.77 and 2.27 percentage points respectively.
This suggests that ex-post confidence assessment
does not benefit the model’s answers. Confidence
assessment only improve performance if conducted
concurrently with inference. While surprising, this
indicates promise for further exploration.

4.2 Case Study

As we mentioned in Section 3.1, the output of LLM
is sometimes ambiguous. To address this, we intro-
duced a self-evaluation mechanism. The following
case illustrates its impact. As shown in figure 3,
before the Self-Eval mechanism was introduced,
when posed with a true of false question, the model
replied "not entirely correct" — an ambiguous re-
sponse falling between true and false. In contrast,
analysis of multiple responses after incorporating
the self-assessment mechanism revealed no am-
biguous statements. These results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the self-evaluation task at reducing
ambiguity in LLM’s responses.

Judgement Only

Judgement with 
Confidence

...Is correct (Yes/No):\n  Not entirely
correct.  There are some nuances to
consider in the analysis, such as whe-
ther Iannotti's claim for his own injuries
against Erskine could be considered a
crossclaim...

Confidence: 4...The analysis cor-
rectly addresses that Skolnick's
claim against Nickles cannot be a
counterclaim since Skolnick was
the initial plaintiff...

Figure 3: Case about Ambiguous with Self-Eval
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5 Conclusion

In this article, we propose an LLM system with
Self-Eval mechanism for SemEval-2024 Task 5.
We explore the potential for using GPT-4 and
prompt learning to obtain causal reasoning capa-
bilities in the field of civil litigation. We have
proven that the Self-Eval mechanism can allevi-
ate the problem of unclear output and can also
significantly improve performance. Additionally,
we found that GPT4 demonstrates greater aptitude
for choice tasks than for judgement tasks. With
the prompts we provide, the experiment is fully
reproducible and the experimental results can be
extracted through regular expressions.

Due to time and space limitations, we leave some
questions unresolved. For example, we only used
GPT-4 for experiments. The broader applicability
of the Self-Eval mechanism to other LLMs and
its effectiveness in diverse tasks present room for
further investigation. We intend to dive deeper into
these questions in future work.
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